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Abstract 
 
This report describes the process and result of a master thesis project in the subject of 
Industrial design engineering at Luleå University of Technology, performed during 20 
weeks in spring to autumn, 2011. 
The focus of the project was to identify how the constituent of the project IKEA of 
Sweden, might improve and work pro-active in the development regarding the products 
packages in respect of customer friendliness. 
 
A customer survey in several IKEA stores in 2010 showed that one of the biggest issues 
for Store&Organize customers was handling and transport of consumer packages. 
Therefore this thesis was initiated.  
 
This thesis is an investigation of the customer perception about the packaging, and possible 
means to improve it. It started with an analysis of the present situation, in order to 
understand how the customers carry out shopping and their experience at IKEA. This was 
done through customer surveys, store visits, and interviews. In the current project, the 
focus was on one of IKEAs icon products, the well-known IKEA bookshelf “BILLY”.  
 
In collaboration with a cross-functional team, it was decided to use BILLY 80x202 cm as a 
case study. Two packaging prototypes were created, both solutions split up the current 
packaging from one to two boxes. The current and the two new solutions were shown to 
the customers, while a survey was performed. The result was that all customers preferred 
the two new packaging solutions. Furthermore, the customer wants to be able to transport 
the products home by himself. It also seems that the packaging and transport is not the 
most important factor when the customer decides whether to buy furniture at IKEA or not. 
If the customers have found a product they want, they solve the transport problem either 
way. However, improving the packaging and transport, to enable more customers to handle 
the products by their own, could contribute to enhance the customer experience and thus 
support IKEA to have satisfied and loyal customers.  
 
The customer response did not show any clear preference for any of the two prototypes, 
and therefore which packaging solution would fit the customers best. Therefore an 
ergonomic analysis was performed to see if any of the two packaging prototypes was 
better in terms of bodily postures during lift. Both packaging prototypes did however give 
poor ergonomic results. These solutions could anyhow facilitate one person handling better 
than current solution. 
The result of this study indicates that all packages over the weight of 25 kg could benefit 
of being split in two packages, according to the interviewed customers. According to the 
results of this thesis IKEA should conduct investigation and rank which factors that drives 
the customer experience in sense of packaging. In economically terms it has to be 
calculated which products that can be beneficial to split. 
 
Since the packaging is an important issue for IKEA, some factors for customer friendly 
packaging were decided, and a guide for customer friendly packaging was created. A risk 
and consequence analysis of splitting packages was delivered to IKEA. The project 
outcome hence includes good and bad examples of how to develop a product package at 
IKEA and some important factors to have in mind to develop a future customer-handling 
test. 
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Introduction 
At IKEA of Sweden, customer friendliness is stated as a part of product quality. To 
explore what customer friendliness means for today’s Store&Organize customers the  
“Customer Friendliness project” was initiated by the IKEA function Technique/ 
Quality/Environment (TQE) at one of the Home furnishing businesses  
 (HFB 2) Store and Organize. This project made a customer survey, which revealed 
development possibilities with handling and transport of Store&Organize products.  
 
The purpose of this thesis was to be a support in this project and make a further study 
when it comes to customer friendly handling and transport. The focus of the thesis was to 
identify how IKEA can improve the product development regarding the product’s package 
and make it more customers friendly. Thus, this master thesis focuses on handling and 
transporting IKEA Store&Organize products from the store to the customer’s home. 

Objective and goal 
 
The main objective with the study was to deliver a consequence analysis to the client 
regarding splitting the packages that was above a certain weight, into several ‘less heavy’ 
and ‘easier to handle’ packages. Additionally, the purpose was exploring what a customer 
friendly package is and investigating what aspects of a package increases customer value 
in the above mentioned aspects. Therefore, the project delivered a complementary 
packaging guide to support future development of packages. This guide deals with both 
packaging design as a customer experience and package design as a function. 
 
Thesis objective 
 To explore customer value of packaging design 
 To explore customer friendliness of packaging design 
Thesis goal 
 To develop principles for packaging design based on customer experience of packaging. 
 To deliver a consequence analysis regarding split of product packages above a certain 
weight, for future IKEA decision making. 

Limitations 
Not taken into consideration were aspects from the whole process chain at IKEA. The 
study did not investigate the supply chain at IKEA, for example product or cardboard 
suppliers. 
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Present situation  

Company analysis and context mapping 
As a company analysis was made for the client company IKEA, see Figure 1, a description 
in terms of company values, issued companies, history and present was made below. The 
analysis was conducted with IKEAs intranet, Ikea inside. 
 

 
Figure 1: IKEA wordmark on store, © Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2011 

IKEA of Sweden 

Besides the IKEA retail store, the product range is probably what most people associate 
with the well-known global concept of IKEA. The product range is the core of the IKEA 
business, developed to inspire and to provide solutions to everyday home furnishing needs. 
IKEA of Sweden, which is a part of IKEA Group, is responsible for developing and 
supplying the global IKEA range.  

Company values 

IKEAs vision and business idea is described as follows. 
 
IKEAs vision is:  
"To create a better everyday life for the many people" 
 
The business idea is:  
“We shall offer a wide range of well-designed, functional home furnishing products at 
prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to afford them” 
 

History and present 

In the year of 1943, Ingvar Kamprad founded IKEA. When Ingvar Kamprad was 17, his 
father gave him money as a reward for succeeding his studies. That, he used to establish 
his own business. The name IKEA is formed from the founder's initials (I.K.) plus the first 
letters of Elmtaryd (E) and Agunnaryd (A), the farm and village where he grew up. IKEA 
originally sold pens, wallets, picture frames, table runners, watches, jewelry, and nylon 
stockings - meeting needs with products at reduced prices. In mid 1950’s, the sales were 
done by marketing and home delivery- the IKEA catalogue was born and furniture became 
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a part of the concept. The furniture showroom also became a part of the concept as well as 
the by now world famous flat-packed and self-assembly products. Today there are a grand 
total of 324 IKEA stores in 38 countries/territories. The IKEA Group itself owns 286 
stores in 26 countries. 37 stores are owned and run by IKEA retailers outside the IKEA 
Group in 16 countries/ territories. 
 

Customer shopping process 

This is a description of how a customer buys furniture at IKEA. 
The activities they have to perform are described in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Customer process, © Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2011 
 

 
Figure 3: IKEA Showroom, © Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2011 
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IKEAs showrooms are part of the IKEA concept. They are small installations made to 
inspire people of how they can use IKEA products in their own homes, Figure 3.  
When the customer enters the IKEA store they come into the showroom, this is where the 
furniture are displayed with info tags and labels. At the showroom, customers can see, feel 
and compare the products. They get information through the product labels about the 
article number, price, color range and technical description. Information about the picking 
place of the product is described on the labels with which shelve and pocket.  

 
Figure 4: IKEA warehouses, © Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2011 

 
The products are placed, depending on the product and sales requirement, in two different 
warehouses. They are called Full serve and Self serve, see Figure 4. Self serve is the 
warehouse where the customers pick the product themselves in the self serve racking 
system. Thereafter they transport the product to the cashier and to their homes. 
 
The full serve warehouse is closed for the customers. This means that customers get their 
product picked for them. The customer order the product by a sales desk and an IKEA 
employee pick the product for them in the full serve warehouse racking systems.  
 
The third alternative to buy a product is to make a customer distribution order by a sales 
desk, and an external transport company thereafter delivers the product to the customer’s 
home. 
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Quality measurements at IKEA 

 
At IKEA, one long-term quality goal is to significantly improve the customer experienced 
product quality. IKEA works with different key figures and tools, which can’t be 
mentioned in this report, since it is confidential information. Amongst other things IKEA 
receives quality and cost information directly through the customers. This is a way to learn 
more about customers and how the quality is perceived. This is used as a decision support 
to improve the quality of today’s running and future upcoming products.  
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Problem analysis 
 
The today used sales idea is often called mechanical sales. IKEA supply the stores with 
products and services, the customer themselves choose, pick and transport the products 
home. To offer a good price IKEA’s customers have the task to do this by themselves. 
Besides this, IKEA offers a transport service which the customer can choose and pay extra 
for. The package handling activities is mapped in Appendix 5: Package handling activities. 
 
Today IKEA do not have a rule of how heavy or big a consumer package should be. The 
goal is to always have a package below 40 kg, to be handled by two customers. There are 
exceptions, in some type of products it is hard to split the package, for example for a sofa. 
IKEAs products are developed with a price tag from the beginning, to follow the company 
value. The package is often developed in a late stage in the product development process, 
so the price of the package has to be cheap and a small part of the product’s price. It is not 
decided how much packaging should be of the products total price.  
 
There is today a IKEA guide for Customer Friendliness called IOS-CF-1040, which brings 
up some general points regarding handling and transport. But without examples and more 
investigations about what drives Customer friendliness, it is difficult to use for the co-
workers in the product development teams. The guide it is not an internal rule today and 
therefore it is partly not used. This guide can however not be in this report since it is 
confidential. 
 
The package solutions are sometimes prototyped by the suppliers instead of IKEA. The 
risk is that the solutions become more supplier adapted than customer adapted.  
In some business areas at IKEA of Sweden, packaging technicians are employed for that 
task. Another issue is that IKEA do not have any test to evaluate if a consumer package 
solution is good or not, regarding customer friendliness. However, it is today performed 
tests on the package material, handling material and leaning test. They are performed to 
ensure quality, safety and efficiency of the transport in supply chain.  
 
One customer driven test that is used today is the Customer Assembly Test. It includes the 
total assembly of the product, the fittings and the perception of the assembly instruction. It 
also evaluates the customer perception of handling in a simple way. It is however not 
sufficient and partly not used, since the customer only answer a question and score if  the 
product was easy or hard to handle during assembly. It is not comparable to the real 
transport and handling for the customer from store to home. 
 
In the product development process there is no decision point regarding how ergonomic or 
customer friendly the product and the package actually are. There is no test performed to 
assess this aspect to support the product development teams. 
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Theory 
 
The theory described in this chapter is the information that was acquired during the master 
thesis, as a support for the work. The theory is collected from sources such as Internet and 
various literatures. Thus, the details outlined in this chapter deals with areas such as 
packaging, design and product development- information that was vital for performing the 
current project. 
 
 
Product development 
Product development is in general mainly to develop a product through a series of iterative 
and sequential steps. According to Johanneson, Pettersson and Persson (2004) product 
development means developing a product in a cross-functional team. The reason for cross-
functional work is to encounter all areas such as the creating, producing and supplying of a 
product. The process of various steps is in their view to ensure the products quality and 
demands, within areas such as product requirements, business, sales and supply. 
Engineering design is the engineering work and the actual technical development, such as 
the construction, material and production methods of a product. According to Johannesson 
et al. industrial design is the products form, colour and gestalt. Likewise, and equally 
important are the experienced properties such as ergonomics, feeling, pleasure, sound, and 
usability. 
 

Ergonomics 
Ergonomics is the scientific study of human work. Ergonomics involves the physical and 
mental capabilities and limits of the user as s/he interacts with tools, equipment, work 
methods, tasks, and the working environment (www.ergoweb.com). Ergonomic 
considerations are often undertaken in order to reduce work-related musculoskeletal 
disorders by adapting the work to fit the person, instead of forcing the person to adapt to 
the work (www.arbetsmiljoverket.se). 
 
There are several aspects to take into consideration in an ergonomic study. For example, 
the grip which is the conformity of the hand to an object accompanied by the application 
of force, usually to manipulate or move an object (www.ergoweb.com). Grips are used on 
all physical objects during a grip-movement of an object, for example on tools, parts. To 
generate a specific force, a pinch grip requires a much greater muscle exertion, and 
therefore is said to involve a higher risk for injury, than a power grip (www.ergoweb.com). 
 
The relationship between the size of the hand and the size of the object that is to be used is 
another important consideration. For example, Grant et al. (1992) found reduced physical 
exertion when the handle was one centimeter less than the test persons grip diameter.  
 
Another consideration is the posture. Posture is the position of the body while performing 
work activities. Unnatural postures, is connected with an increased risk for injury. To 
avoid injury you should generally avoid a joint of the body to move away from the neutral 
(natural) position, see an example in Figure 6. 
 
 

http://www.arbetsmiljoverket.se/�
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Some work tasks can create issues due to the bodily posture not being in a neutral position. 
These can for example be; bending and twisting to pick up a box, bending the wrist to 
assemble a part or workplace dimensions such as extended reach to obtain a part from a 
bin at a high location; kneeling in the storage bay of an airplane because of confined space 
while handling luggage.  

There are some specific postures that are associated with injury. Arbetsmiljöverket gives 
the following examples:  

 Lower back: Bending at the waist, twisting  
 Wrist: Flexion/extension and side bending. 
 Shoulder: Abduction/flexion and hands at or above shoulder height. 
 Neck (cervical spine):Flexion/extension or bending the neck sideward, forward or 
back 

In my opinion, good ergonomics involves aspects of humanity in the sense of caring for 
the human being, economic aspects of preventing bad health and poor product quality, 
productive aspects of being able to use the whole body efficiently without pain. As well as 
equal right to design for as many people as possible. Juridical aspects are important to 
fulfill, since companies have to adapt to legal requirements in safety, environment and 
health. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Flexion and extension from a neutral body posture, (www. backpainoconnor.com). 
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User experience 
 
The concept of ‘user experience’ is about fulfilling the customer’s expectations and aim to 
out-perform them. Ergonomics and safety deals with that the product and its function 
should be adapted to the human body and our physical capacities. Furthermore, 
ergonomics and safety considerations means that the product should fit the environment it 
is used in. In other words, the product should be useful for the people of concern. 
Well-being, comfort and pleasure are all aspects that involve considerations of a good user 
experience. Communication and status are aspects that deal with how the product and its 
design can express the functions and properties for example by form, color and signs 
(Jordan, 2002). 
 

 

http://inside.ikea.com/productssupplying/QuestionsAnswers/ProductsQA/QualitySafety1/Pages/CostofPoorQualityCOPQ1.aspx#QATop#QATop�
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Material – Cardboard 
One of IKEAs most used packaging materials is cardboard. As the study deals with 
packaging a description follows. 

 
Figure 6: Cardboard construction, (madehow.com) 
 
Corrugated cardboard is a stiff, strong, and light-weight material made up of three layers 
of brown kraft paper, see Figure 7: Cardboard construction. It is often used as packaging 
material to do boxes for storing and protecting an item or product. Together with graphic 
design, the box can communicate for example the form, color, function and description of 
the product. Corrugated cardboard manufacturing includes two key steps: making kraft 
paper and corrugating the cardboard. By choosing different liner and corrugated mediums 
(which often is called the flute), you can get different properties of the packaging. IKEA is 
currently using cardboard for most of their packaging. 

Packaging form and function 
The desired function or intent of an object impacts the considerations of the form the 
object will take. This creates some constraints for the packaging, because of the product’s 
function, for example, constraints for packaging material, form and size. 
 
According to Groth (2006) the main purpose of a package is to be a container and 
protector for the product within. Important is that it holds the product, stays together and 
protect products through shipping, shelf display and purchase process. The package 
aesthetic function is that the package should ideally make sense for the product, client and 
the intended audience. This can for example be done as relevant product information 
through graphic design and typography (Groth, 2006). 
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Methods 
In this chapter the methods used in the current study are described, as well as why they 
have been used.  

Observations 
Observation involves human or mechanical observation of what people actually do or what 
events take place during a buying or consumption situation, according to “Writing Guide: 
Ethnography, Observational Research, and Narrative Inquiry”. 
 
Observations were made of how the customer lift and grip the packages, and the picking 
posture of the body when handling the products. Customer picking of the original 
packaging solution and the two prototypes was captured by filming, to document the 
posture and picking process for the ergonomic analysis that was later performed. 

Company analysis (Context mapping) 
The purpose of the company analysis is to gain further knowledge and understanding about 
the company and the context; values, goals and visions of the future held by the company 
and the people within. Studying their current product development process in order to get 
an understanding of the present situation can be of making a company analysis. In the 
present study, a context mapping was also done to collect information about what has 
already been done by IKEA concerning development of the product’s packaging.  
 
The current context mapping was undertaken by a workshop approach with employees 
from different areas as participants. The context was additionally mapped and analyzed by 
visiting IKEA stores and through conducting qualitative interviews. Another valuable 
information source was to collect input from other projects done at IKEA. Additionally, 
context mapping was undertaken by studying specific documents describing e.g. the IKEA 
concept, user’s guides and IKEAs working processes. The documents are created to 
safeguard the continued success of the company. These documents describe today’s guides 
and working processes at all companies owned by the IKEA Group. As mentioned, they 
were a valuable source of information, although they are company specific material and 
therefore not displayed in this report.  

Problem analysis 
The problem analysis compiles and identifies present problems and properties about the 
product and the packaging. Therefore, it affects the client IKEA and their customers. The 
analysis was done by handling tests of one by IKEA chosen product and its packaging. In 
addition, it was conducted through a customer survey at the store. Two alternative package 
solutions for the product were prototyped and showed to customers to simplify the 
comparison with the original packaging solution. 
 
Focus groups 
Focus groups are an approach to inquire inter alia needs, preferences and values among a 
group of people. Morgan (1997) describes this as; 
 
“The hallmark of a focus group is the explicit use of the group interaction to produce data 
and insights that would be less accessible without the interaction found in a group.” 
(Morgan, 1997) 
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Focus groups can be conducted with the product’s user groups, or diversity groups within a 
company or an organization. It is a useful method to get new ideas and ensure product 
quality and demands. In this thesis, a focus group with people from product development 
was selected. The reason for this is that they know about the product and package 
development process of IKEA. It was a group of product technicians, packaging 
technicians and sales-people, which together could give input on how IKEA can improve 
the packaging. 
 

Prototyping 

According to Johannesson, Pettersson & Persson (2004) a prototype is often used as a part 
of the product design process to allow engineers and designers the ability to explore design 
alternatives, test theories and confirm performance prior to starting production of a new 
product.  

Two packaging prototypes were created, see Figure 8, in a workshop together with a focus 
group. It was a user experience prototype used to confirm and verify consumer usability 
and experience in the proposed package design of the product. The prototypes were later 
used together with a customer survey and in an ergonomic analysis. 

 

 
Figure 7: Trial cutting of the prototypes with Kongsberg XL24, Foto: Sandra Berg. 

Prototype workshop 
Workshop is in general seen as a kind of creative meeting with people from different 
background and functions. As Johannesson, Pettersson & Persson (2004) describes, the 
purpose is to generate new ideas, explore problems and possible solutions. 
 
The workshop was done by showing the current packaging solution and discuss current 
problems and what ideas to analyze further. The participants were employees working with 
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development of the product and package. The material from this workshop was used as a 
base for the problem analysis and to explore what new solutions and decide which 
prototypes that could be created and investigated further. 
 

Qualitative and quantitative mapping 
A survey is used as a qualitative method to receive customer’s opinions and experiences, 
in general to a deeper understanding of various aspects. A questionnaire is used to collect 
quantitative information about the users/customers, hence a lot of feedback on customer 
aspects. Both surveys and interviews are methods used to learn about the context, the use 
situation or the needs concerning the subject that is inquired using questions about the 
investigated subject. 
 
An interview together with a questionnaire was done at IKEA store Malmö. The questions 
were about the perception and experience of handling packages at IKEA. As a support for 
the questions the customers had three different package solutions of the same product, one 
original and two prototypes to try out and compare with each other. 
 

Interview 
Interview is a meeting and conversation between two parts in which one interrogate the 
other to get information, in general seen as a qualitative method to gain richer and fuller 
understanding of some aspect. At the two store visits in IKEA Retail, Haparanda and 
Malmö, interviews were made with employees within different functions to understand 
how the products are handled, stored and sold throughout the whole store. 

Ergonomic analysis 
An ergonomic analysis is an analytical tool to make an overview of the workload on a 
human body when performing a task. It can be used to find, categorize and grade risks 
with a certain task (http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ergonomics/, 2011). 
There are a great variety of ergonomically analytical tools. The tools are frequently 
orientated to a specific type of work (e.g., manual material handling) or a particular body 
part (e.g., wrist, low back). 
 
Rula 
 
A RULA assessment represents a moment in the work cycle and is important to observe 
the postures being adopted whilst undertaking the tasks prior to selecting the posture(s) for 
assessment. Depending upon the type of study, selection may be made of the longest held 
posture or what appears to be the worst posture(s) adopted. It is developed for use in 
ergonomic investigations of workplaces where work related upper limb disorders are 
reported.  
A RULA (Rapid upper limb assessment)- score card was used together with the software 
JACK version 7 to create and evaluate a task that is performed by customer and co-
workers. RULA assesses the risk of cumulative trauma disorder through posture, force, 
and muscle-use analysis focused on upper body posture. This was done to evaluate which 
of the prototypes that was a more ergonomic solution. It was beneficial to assess the 
posture and picking process for the customer. 

 

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ergonomics/�
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Procedure/Results 
In this part of the thesis the results of the present case study is described. 
 
Starting premises 
It was decided to do two prototypes of Billy bookshelf, since this is an IKEA icon. The 
prototype packaging solutions had two packages each, instead of the original one package 
solution. This was done to evaluate the customer’s perception about different weight 
distributions between the two packages. As well to find out what the customers thought 
about different combination of package sizes. 
 
Prototypes 
The package of the product Billy bookshelf, see Figure 9, was prototyped in two different 
packaging solutions with a Kongsberg XL24 at the prototype workshop. This product was 
chosen since it has a large size and a weight clearly above 25 kg. The objective was to get 
input from the customers and ask what they think about splitting a product in two 
packages. It was decided to make two prototypes, to not make it too complicated for the 
customer to compare the different solutions. 

 
Figure 8: Billy white 80x202, (www.ikea.com). 
 
The prototypes were packed on one half-unit load, which is a half pallet. That was done to 
try how the picking process would be for a few customers, but also to evaluate the 
prototypes based on the average picking height and therefore average physical load. 
 
Billy 80x202 is today packed in one box with a total weight about 36 kg. Depending on the 
supplier of the product the material density could be different. It is packed with 18 pieces 
on one pallet. See the instruction in Appendix 4. Package instruction: Billy bookshelf 80 x 
202. The material used and cutting waste is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 9: Packaging material use for original packaging solution. 
 
 
Below is lists of which product parts that are included in the product. 
Product parts: 
1. 3 fixed shelves 
2. 4 loose shelves 
3. 1 plinth 
4.2 sidepanels 
5.1 backpackel 
6. Fitting bag/box 
7. Assembly instruction 
 

Prototype 1 
The first prototype was Billy packaging split in two; one smaller size and one bigger size 
package, see the whole product shown in Figure 11: Prototype 1 overview.  
The different packages are shown in Figure 13: Prototype 1, package 1 and Figure 14: 
Prototype 1, package 2. The total packaging material use increased 16,7 % compared with 
the original packaging solution. The total packaging waste was 1,7 times original 
packaging solution waste. 
The weight was a bit uneven between the packages. 
Weight package 1: 15,8 kg 
Weight package 2: 19,3 kg 
Total product: 34,5 kg 

 
Figure 10: Prototype 1 overview 
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Figure 11: Packaging material for Prototype 1, above package 1, below package 2.   
 

 
Figure 12: Prototype 1, package 1 
 
Package 1 contained product parts: 
1: Fixed shelves 
2: Loose shelves 
3: Plinth 
6: Fitting bag/box 
7: Assembly instruction. 
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Figure 13: Prototype 1, package 2 
 
Package 2 contains product parts: 
4:Sidepanels 
5:Backpanel 
 

 
Figure 14: Prototype 1 full unit load. 18 Billy bookshelves on one pallet. 
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Prototype 2 
The second prototype, see Figure 16, was Billy package prototyped in two packages with a 
similar size and almost even distributed weight between the packages, see Figure 18 and 
Figure 19. 
One of the problems with this prototype was that this split of product parts created air –
space in the middle of the packages, which could affect how well the package 
constructions would hold. Material use increased 54 %, compared to original packaging 
solution. Total material waste is 70 % of the original packaging solution waste. 
 
Weight package 1: 18,8 kg 
Weight package 2: 17,2 kg 
Total product: 36 kg 

 
Figure 15: Prototype 2 overview 
 

 

 
Figure 16: Packaging material use Prototype 2 
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Figure 17: Prototype 2, package 1. 
 
Package 1 contains product parts: 
1: Fixed shelves 
3: Plinth 
4: One sidepanel 
5: Backpanel 
6: Fitting bag box 
7: Assembly instruction 
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Figure 18: Prototype 2, package 2 
 
Package 2 contains product parts  
2: Loose shelves 
4: One sidepanel. 

 
Figure 19: Prototype 2 full unitload. 18 Billy bookshelves on one pallet. 
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Customer survey 
 
This chapter describes a summary of what the customers thought about the two prototypes 
and the original package; see all answers in Appendix 3. Customer survey data. The 
respondant statistic is shown in Table 1: Summary of respondent’s data. The average age 
of the respondents was high and the distribution between men and women was about 50 %. 
Two prototypes were shown together with the original packaging in IKEA Retail Malmö, 
see Figure 21, where A= Original packaging, B= Prototype 1, C=Prototype 2. 
 
 Customers think that IKEA can improve and make it easier for them. 
 The customers would like to be able to transport and handle by themselves. 
 It seems that the customers do not care if the product is in one package or more. 
 In general the prototypes were preferred over the original Billy packaging solution. 
 The two prototypes had similar perception about lifting, gripping and handling. 
 Prototype 1 (B) preferred for women, transporting by car and handling store to 

home. 
 Prototype 2 (C) preferred for men, store handling and transport. 
 Transport and handling seems to not be the most important factor if a customer buy a 

furniture from IKEA or not. Although, this could be an opportunity to enhance the 
customer experience. 

 

 
Figure 20. The original package and the two prototype packages shown in IKEA Retail 
Malmö for a customer survey. 
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Table 1: Summary of respondent’s data. 
Average age: 46,73 years 
Number of respondents:  71  
Men: 35  
Women: 36  
Young adult, under 30: 10  
Middle age adult, over 30: 57  
Older adult, over 50: 28  
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Ergonomic analysis 
 
This section describes the result of the ergonomic analysis of the two prototypes, on one 
half loaded pallet. For Prototype 1 the analysis was made for two customers, since the 
second pick created a different body position. For both prototypes, the result was 7/7, 
which by this means that the two solutions are bad for the ergonomics of customer. 
Therefore it is a risk for the customer’s health even though this lift is not repeated. 
Although the body posture in second customer pick for Prototype 1, see Figure 25, shows 
that it is a far worse solution than Prototype 2. The risk is that the customer can’t reach the 
package, do not have the force to pull it out or fall and get hurt.   
 

Prototype 1 
 
Figure 22: RULA result for Prototype 1, shows that the grand score was 7/7. For upper 
arm, lover arm and wrist this is a non-healthy upper body position for the customer. For a 
view of the customer body posture while picking the product in the self serve racking, see 
figure Figure 23.-Figure 26. 
 

 
Figure 21: RULA result for Prototype 1 
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Figure 22: Picking by first buying customer, seen from behind. 
 
 

 
Figure 23: Picking by first buying customer, seen from side. 
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Figure 24: Picking by second customer, seen from the side. 

 
Figure 25: Picking by second customer, seen from behind. 
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Prototype 2 

The customers body posture while picking this solution is shown in Figure 28-Figure 30. 
The ergonomic position in this packaging solution will be about the same for all 
customers, depending on their own lifting technique. Although the total score of 7, see 
Figure 27 shows that both lower arms, wrists and one of the upper arms will have a high 
physical load on the customer. 
 

 
Figure 26: RULA-result for Prototype 2 
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Figure 27: Picking package, seen from left. 
 

 
Figure 28: Picking package, seen from right. 
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Figure 29: Picking package, seen from behind. 
 

Summary of result in ergonomic analysis 
Summary  
 The two new packaging solutions are better than the original. 
 Package C is the best solution for the customer ergonomics 
 Package A (original packaging): has same picking posture as Package C.  

 but a heavier load. 
 Package B analysis was made for two customers picks. 

Body posture in second customer pick shows that it is a far worse solution than 
Package C.  
Risks:  

– Customer can’t reach the package or can’t maneuver  
– The leaning posture lowers the ability to generate force to pull out the 

package.  
– Security, customer falls into the racking system. 
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Risk and opportunity analysis 
 
This section describes the risk and opportunities about splitting one product in several 
packages, see the full risk and consequence analysis in appendix 6. 
 
For the products one of the risks is that the package material cost will increase. The 
prototypes had a material increase of 17 %, respectively 54 %. However, this can be 
manageable if the cardboard suppliers have the capacity. If the cardboard material can be 
made out of more recycled materials instead of virgin material, some price decrease could 
maybe be achieved. If the volume increases, the cardboard-price/sq.cm could be 
negotiated. The investment in increased flexibility in packaging lines has to be investigated 
further at the product suppliers by IKEA. Similar package sizes are beneficial for the 
automatic packaging lines and to create even unit loads, and should therefore be a goal 
with a product package split. Non similar package sizes could be beneficial for identifying 
and recognizing a product that has two packages. The handling cost for the products is 
although high for IKEA today, so this could be a profitable investment in the long run. 
Another risk is that the product splits creates far worse packaging-solutions. Therefore a 
customer friendly handling guide was made. 
 
For the selling of the products the biggest risk is that a split of packages can make the 
selling more difficult and not logical for the customer, because of laying pattern on the 
pallet and communication about several packages. New selling communication have to be 
made and has to be used commonly at the stores, since this is a new sales method, to 
secure and prevent wrong sales and create a pleasant buying process. Splitting product 
packages can create a more efficient buying process in sense of safety, ergonomics and 
picking efficiency, and therefore generate more sales. IKEA could also make a marketing 
event/activity, if a decision is made to split more packages. A new IKEA future-strategy 
could be to become more customers friendly in respect of making it possible for more 
customers to handle by their own.  
 
For the logistics more non-heavy packages can result in more flexibility for storage of the 
packages. Less weight allows the package to be stored on both two customer access levels 
in the racking systems. The packages could therefore be stored everywhere in the 
warehouses and enhance safety and ergonomics. Although, there is a risk that the 
warehouse planning will be more complex when there is be more packages and more 
flexibility. The barcode solutions and labels for the products have to be developed to 
support a several package sales idea in today’s systems. 
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Conclusions - Principles for customer friendly 
handling 
 
This part of the thesis describes the overall conclusions on principles for creating a 
customer friendly handling of packages. 

Lift and load 
Dimension and size is the important factors to ensure that the customers can easy grip, lift 
and transport with safety and ergonomic position. A goal for customer friendly handling is 
to ensure that the planned package is possible to be handled by one person and reduce risk 
of handling damages. Therefore, it is vital to make it possible for the customer to use the 
packages in sufficient sales equipment as demonstrated in Figure 31 and Figure 32. This 
prevents the customer to make damages on the products themselves. 
 

  
   

Figure 30: Shopping trolley, 
 width 0,7 m, and length 1,1 m. 

Figure 31: Furniture trolley, 
width 0,6 m, and length 1,1 m 
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Figure 32: Too long and too wide package to 
fit furniture trolley. 

 

  
Figure 33 shows that the customers put the package in the trolley and make damages on 
the side of the package. Another risk is that the length, and therefore overhang on trolley, 
is hard to see and steer. But it is also easy to damage. 
 
To have a package and sales solution for the product that allows flexible storage 
opportunities in the IKEA store (Retail), aim for a package that can be sold on both level 0 
and 1, see Figure 34. In that way the weight allows the product to be stored and sold in 
double as many sales spaces in Self serve area. In IKEA Retail the weight recommend for 
Level 1 is a package weight below 12 kg. For today IKEA recommendation, see Figure 35. 
 

 
Figure 33: Customer access levels in self serve racking. 
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Figure 34: Package weight and recommended numbers of persons handling a package. 

 
Package weight:  
<12 kg 
Sales space: Storage 
level: 0 and 1 
Recommended 
number of persons 
handling: 

 
 

 
Package weight: 
<25 kg 
Sales space: Storage 
level: 0 
Recommended 
number of persons 
handling:  

 

 
Package weight: >25 kg 
Sales space: Storage 
level: 0 
Recommended number 
of persons handling: 
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Accessibility 
The package should allow a sales solution with accessibility to lift and grip the package. 
Important factors to create accessibility of the products in self-serve racking are that the 
packages are placed reachable in the self-serve section, from the aisle as demonstrated in 
Figure 36-Figure 38. 
 

  
  

 
 
 

 
Figure 37: Customer reach zones in racking for 5th percentile and 95th percentile human, 
reach measurement from Ergoweb (2011-05). 
 
 

Figure 35: Customer reach Figure 36: Customer non-reach 
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Opening method 
 

The package should also allow as easy opening as possible for the customer. If not, the 
customers might use sharp tools for opening, which potentially can damage the product. 
Therefore, create a package solution that supports the customer to open the package from 
the correct side from the start. This avoids unnecessary turning of packages. The 
construction in cardboard solution box 1 is preferred over cardboard solution box 2, see 
Figure 39 and Figure 40.  
 
Box solution 1 can only be opened from one side and does not need much glue or tape. 
Box solution 2 looks the same on both sides, which makes it hard for the customer to judge 
in which way to open the box and find the assembly instruction, which is needed to start 
assemble the furniture. The construction also needs fixation on both sides with glue or 
tape. When using tape or glue, it is important to specify the requirements. Which tape the 
supplier should use. As well as gluing specification and instructions, to use the right 
amount of glue. Over-gluing makes the product opening a non pleasant experience for the 
customer, as well as it is expensive for the supplier. Today there is not any specification of 
how much glues that is sufficient on a certain cardboard area to hold the box construction 
and at the same time easy to open for a customer. 
 
 

 
Figure 38: Example cardboard-box solution 1. 
 

 
Figure 39: Example cardboard-box solution 2. 
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Products consisting of several packages 
 
A unit load contains either a number of consumer packages or multi-packs. When 
constructing a packaging solution, i.e. consumer packages, multi-packs and unit loads, it is 
essential to optimize the size of packages, hence, to fit the unit load size in an optimal way.  

Support for splitting packages 
The recommendation is to always consider if package or product measurements, material 
or construction can be transformed to avoid the checkpoints below. If not, it could be 
beneficial to split the product.  
 Unit load overhang. 
 Product and package weight above 25 kg. 
 Wide, long and bulky packages that exceeds IOS-Guide-1040. 
 Unnecessary handling for customer when picking from pallet. 
 Air in package. 

Assembly order 
The recommendations for assembly order are as follows; 
 Always place the fittings and assembly instruction in package 1.  
 If having a product in several packages, consider the assembly order of the parts. 

Aim to place the parts that have to be assembled first, in package 1. 
Why: To avoid unnecessary and not logic handling for the customer. 

 If it is a complicated product use overview of product parts in packages, see Figure 
41, in the assembly instruction to avoid wrong opening and extra handling for the 
customer. 
 

 

 
Figure 40: Assembly instruction overview of product parts in the packages. 
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Laying pattern 
Another recommendation is to consider the laying pattern on pallet to avoid unnecessary 
moving and handling, which can cause damages on the packages. There is a risk for 
complicating the customer selection and thereby resulting in wrong sales. 
Figure 42 shows a solution that is labeled according to recommendations. The laying 
pattern is easy to understand for the customer, even the 3rd customer. The laying pattern in 
Figure 43 illustrates that it becomes complicated and difficult to understand for the 
customer. 

 

 

  
  

 

Figure 41: Multi colli 
packaging solution 1 

Figure 42: Multi colli 
packaging solution 2 
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Discussion and recommendation 
 
This is the final part of the thesis in which I will discuss the work undertaken in the study. 
In the current study, a 20-week project conducted at IKEA of Sweden, the overall 
objective was to analyze consequences of splitting heavy packages into several. The main 
purpose was hence to make IKEA packages less heavy and easier to handle. To be able to 
do this, I have explored what customer friendly packaging can be and investigated what 
aspects of a package that increase the customer value. The subsequent outcome of this 
project is hence a packaging guide that involves some principles of packaging design and 
customer experience, as well as a risk and consequence-analysis of a decision to split more 
packages. 
 
However, in the current study the survey had 71 respondents, with a generally high 
average age, hence, the recommendations are based on those aspects. The survey together 
with the prototypes did not test the full transport and handling from store to the customer’s 
home, only the lifting and picking, from the customer’s first opinion. For a more general 
overview, a broader investigation should be performed.  
 
The ergonomic analysis did provide a richer understanding of ergonomic consequences of 
the prototypes. However, a comparison with ergonomic analysis on the original Billy as 
well would provide a better base for decisions. The assumption in the current study was 
taken that the original Billy packaging is heavier and larger, hence it would have given a 
worse ergonomic result if handled by one person. 
 
Splitting of a product package has to be investigated for each product at IKEA. Each 
product has different characteristics and critical areas to protect with packaging during 
transport, such as edges, surfaces etc, which makes it difficult to develop general 
principles. Therefore a case study with a package split and a quality investigation and 
follow up would show more facts. 
 
An ergonomic analysis was performed with a RULA scorecard, which is a tool to measure 
related damages during static work. Customers do not perform repeated lifts of the 
packages, however the tool was beneficial to evaluate postures and grips for this specific 
situation. 
 
My recommendations is to create a test regarding customer handling with facts such as 
important dimensions of the body, forces on the body. Likewise is to decide a target group 
for handling together with a physiotherapist. Other dimensions like reach distance, 
transport dimensions for door width, car, elevator, spiral-staircase etc. should also be 
included in such a test. Thereafter, there can be a decision on the limits of each dimension 
and maximum force appliance on the body. The chapter Conclusions - Principles for 
customer friendly handling could act as a support for creation of a test. In addition a 
development of mock-ups of self-serve racking together with trolleys for initial, informal 
ergonomic feedback with users could be integrated in an assembly test. 
 
For IKEA to investigate further is to see if the weight of each package can be stated on 
products that consists of several packages. This would give the customer a better base of 
information about how to handle and transport the products.  
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For sales communication a solution has to be created for multi-colli products, which is to 
be sold when the product is not placed in self-serve racking. The labels for multi-colli 
packages, package 1, package 2 etc, have to be investigated further regarding customer 
perception and understanding. Form and color–difference between package 1 label and 
package 2 label, could maybe create a better customer understanding and ease the buying 
process regarding multi-colli products. 
 
I also suggest that IKEA further should investigate if Billy bookshelve packages is 
beneficial to split in cooperation with the packaging suppliers, with a total cost-
breakdown.  
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Appendix 1. Customer survey 
 
 
The customer survey was made in a Swedish and English version that follows on next 
page. 
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Hjälp oss att göra våra paket bättre och plattare!         
                      
Det här är en kundvänlighets-enkät från IKEA.               
IKEA vill alltid bli bättre, och därför är du och dina åsikter viktiga för oss.         
                      
Ålder:  _____________               
Kön: (M/K):        _____________               
Antal personer som handlar tillsammans:_______________           
Längd (cm):   <150   151-165   166-180   >181 
                      
              JA NEJ     
1. Kan IKEA på något sätt göra det lättare för dig att få hem dina paket?           
2. Påverkar hantering och transport av paketen ditt val att köpa en möbel på IKEA?         
3. Om jag köper en möbel, så föredrar jag att transportera 1 paket framför flera.         
4. Jag vill kunna transportera mina möbler själv.         
                      
Du kan välja på 3 olika paket.                 
Ta hänsyn till punkterna nedan, och välj 1 paket som du tycker stämmer bäst in på beskrivningen.     
          A          B   C Ingen skillnad   
5.1 Enkel att bära                   
5.2 Enkel att greppa                 
5.3 Säkrast att hantera                   
5.4 Enklast att ta hem                  
5.5 Enklast att ta hem själv                       
             
                      
Med samma beskrivningar. Välj mellan 2 paket. Vilket stämmer bäst in?         
                      
                      B      C  Ingen skillnad   
6.1 Enkel att bära                   
6.2 Enkel att greppa                 
6.3 Säkrast att hantera                   
6.4 Enklast att ta hem                   
6.5 Den här lösningen pass   
mig bäst                   
Varför:___________________________                 
               
                     
Tack för din hjälp!                   

Appendix 1. 
Customer Survey 
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Help us to do our packages flatter and better!           
                      
This is a customer friendliness survey for IKEA.               
IKEA always want to improve, and therefore you as a customer and your opinions are important for us.     
                      
Age:_____________                 
Gender (M/F):        _____________               
Amount of people shopping: __________               
Length(cm):  <150  151-165  166-180  >181 
                      
             YES NO     
Can IKEA in any way make it easier for you to bring your products home?           
Does the transport/handling affect if you buy products at IKEA?             
If I buy a furniture, I prefer to handle and transport it in 1 package instead of 2.         
I want to transport the furniture I buy by myself.         
Comments:____________________________________             
                      
You can choose from 3 different packages.                
Have the points to the left in mind, and choose which package you think fits best on the description.     
          A B C No difference   
Most easy to carry                   
Most easy to grip                   
Most safe to handle                   
Easy to get home by myself                 
               
                      
                      
With the same criterias. You now choose from 2 packages. Which fits best on the description?       
                      
            B C No difference   
Most easy to carry                   
Most easy to grip                   
Most safe to handle                   
Easy to get bring home                  
Easy to get bring home by myself                   
Comment:_________________________________               
                      
Thank you for your help!                 
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Appendix 2. Interview summary: 
Visit at IKEA Retail Haparanda 

 
Questions and discussion topics 
 
1. How does the planning work today? What factors do you consider when planning 
self serve and full serve? Is there any variable that is more important? 
 
2. Does multicolli-pallets affect your store planning today? If yes, how? 
 
3. Will more multicolli-pallets affect the planning? 
 
 
Full serve and Self serve 
 
3. What risks and opportunities do you see with multipcolli- products in general? 
(EX: More packaging material-risk? Lighter packages-oppurtunity?) 
 
4. Is there any differences of handling and transport, between full serve and self serve?  
 
5. With what products do you have most handling and transport damages? 
Can you see any pattern? Weight? Size? Unitloads? 
 
6. Is there any difference to handle&transport pallets with one colli products or 
multicolli-products? 
 
7. Is there any connection between customers “Changed mind” and Full serve? (In 
Malmö they saw a big difference between full serve and self serve products! Could it be 
more damages?) 
 
 
Handling for customers and co-workers 
 
8. How often is the staff asked per day by customers to help them carrying and for what 
products/product weight generally ? 
 
9.  Do you have signs in store that customers can ask staff for help carrying? (Different 
in different stores!) 
    => What does this cost for IKEA to help customers carrying heavy packages 
    => Most expensive way to sell big packages  
 
10. How do you experience handling in full-serve and self-serve? 
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Meeting IKEA Retail store Haparanda 
2011-07 
 
Participants: 
 
Tommy Junnti- IKEA Retail In-store Logistics manager 
Fredrik Norman- IKEA Retail Goods flow manager 
Ann-Charlotta Wittko- IKEA Retail Sales co-worker/ logistic planner specialist 
Mauri Erkheikki- Sales co-worker Recovery and Q-responsible 
Sandra Berg- IKEA of Sweden Master thesis student/Product Engineer  
 
References: 
http://toolbox.inter-
ikea.com/sites/IKEAConcept/SiteCollectionDocuments/Manuals/In-
store%20Logistics%20the%20IKEA%20Way.pdf 
http://toolbox.inter-ikea.com/sites/IKEAConcept/Manuals/Pages/Manual151.aspx 
 
Summary: 
Overall co-workers was positive to 
multi-colli pallets. It creates flexible 
sales space and do not affect their 
handling/transport when unit loads has 
good quality. It supports the IKEA 
sales mechanism in a good way. 
Opportunities they saw was within 
communication and unitload 
distribution. Recovery said they need 
to have a better solution for handling 
orphant boxes and create more 
opportunities.  
 
 
Storeplanning: 
Below are factors Haparanda store consider 
when planning self-serve sales space. From 
this In-store Logistics choose which 
products that should be nearest the aisle in 
full-serve, to create efficient goods flow 
throughout the store. 
1. Function 
2. Sales frequency 
3. Weight and size 
4. The products value (full-serve) 
5..Damages and stealing (full-serve) 
 
Flexible sales space with multi-colli 
packages, could be placed on Level 1 
customer shelf. (See page 24 in 
http://toolbox.inter-
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ikea.com/sites/IKEAConcept/SiteCollectionDocuments/Manuals/In-
store%20Logistics%20the%20IKEA%20Way.pdf) 
Heavy products that do not sell well, is placed on customer level 0 today (bottom level). 
They could maybe be placed in Level 1 to create more space for more sales frequent 
products when divided. 
 
In full-serve, the faster moving products is places nearest recovery desks, to assure fast 
goods flow. 
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Full-serve and self-serve 
The logistic coworkers did not experience any more or difficult handling multi-
collipallets, that increases door-to-floor time in either full-serve or self-serve.  
 
Haparanda has chosen to put beds 
and mattresses in full-serve to 
create more safety for customers 
and decrease handling damages. 
Handling is too difficult to 
communicate.  
 
Communication 
No good communication for: 
- Activity sales spaces for 
multi-colli. 
- Level 1 shelf in Full serve. 
(Curtains can not be used!) 
In Haparanda they did not have 
same communication in Fullserve 
as in Self serve. In full-serve, no 
curtains for multi-colli packages, 
instead they use 4-eye principle. 
They did not experience wrong 
selling in full-serve. 
 
Input and ideas: Put number of 
packages on all customer orders. 
And on buying lists that are generated by iSell! 
Different colors on colli labels! EX: 1 red, 2 yellow. 
 
 
 
Handling help for customers 
 
The co-workers experience that handling in full-serve is easier now than before 
(Haparanda store opened 2006).  
 
They have signs that shows that you can ask for help with carrying. The customer’s that 
asks for help is often women in all ages, but mostly older women. 
 
Refilling half pallets is done more seldom now because of better systems handling the 
orders. But still it is heavy for big-seller products which have several pallets. Customers 
take from several pallets, which result in several half pallets. 
 
 
Some statements from references: 
"The range allocation process makes it easy for 
customers to pick up their products and to maximise the benefit of 
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reduced co-worker handling." 
 
"The most frequently sold products in the IKEA furniture range are 
stocked and sold in the Self-serve furniture area. This increases 
customer satisfaction by making it possible for the majority of 
customers to immediately take away their products. It increases 
productivity by reducing the number of times co-workers need to 
handle best-selling products." 
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Appendix 3. Customer survey data  
 
Can IKEA make it easier for you to bring your products 
home? 

 
1. Does handling and transport affect your choice to buy a furniture at IKEA? 

 
2. If I buy furniture, I prefer to transport one package instead of several. 
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3. I want to be able to transport the furniture I buy by myself. 
 

 
5.1 Easy to carry 

 
 
5.2 Easy to grip 
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5.3 Safest to handle 

 
 
5.4 Easy to bring home 

 
 
 
5.5 Easy to bring home by yourself 
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Appendix 3 . 
Customer survey 

data 4(6) 
6.1 Easiest to carry  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2 Easiest to grip 

 
6.3 Safest to handle 
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Appendix 3 . 
Customer survey 

data 5(6) 
6.4 Easy to bring home 

 
6.5 This solution fits me best 
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Comments summary 

   
 

       

Comments Question 1    Comments Question 6       
Bärhjälp     Glömmer söka andra paketet      
Lagerhåll varor    Transport lättare att få ihop om man handlar annat    
Hemtransport funkade bra sist   Inga problem idag       
Lättare att plocka grejer   Frakta hem, B är lätt att få in i bilen, A för tung.         
Låna lastbil    Viktigt att få in i vanlig bil. A är OK om man är 2.    
Bärhandtag    Det långa paketet är lättare jmf med A. Hellre ett litet behändigt.   
Dela paketen    Enklare att få in i bilen       
Billigare transport service   Enklare att få in i bilen       
Föredra hemtransport med transportservice i TS Kan man transportera själv      
Inte för tunga eller långa paket   Lättare att få in i bilen       
Billigare/gratis hemleverans   Enklare att bära själv       
Bärhjälp till bil    A för tungt       
Smalare paket     Om 2, 2 lika. Lättare att hålla ihop      
Dela paketen så de blir lättare och går in i bilen  Vill ha få långa. Långa ska va lätta!      
Bärhjälp och inpackning i bil   Kvinnan föredrar C, gillar ej A. B paket 1 är för tungt.    
Slippa kartongerna    Enklare att få in i bilen       
Lämna kvar kartongerna   Enklare att få in i bilen       
Gratis hemkörning    Enklare att få in i bilen       
Gratis hemkörning    Kund köpte 3 billy!       
Lättare paket, vill veta vikten för att ta med nån  Vill ha nåt att hålla i       
Ändra galant och malm! För tunga   Det lilla paketet gör det enklare att ta med varan själv.    
Gratis hemkörning    Lättast        
Varje förpackning lätt att bära själv   Lite långa paket       
Om flera paket, rätt saker i paketen.   Väger mindre per paket, bättre fördelning     
Gratis hemkörning    Smalare paket men tungt fortfarande     
     Bäst att hantera       
     Paketet känns mest kompakta, inget skrammel/lösa delar.  

Tydligare markering än 1,2,3 färg, form eller namn i samma stil! 
     Lättare att hantera 1 lång än flera. Förbättra markeringen i flerpack.    
     Hanterligast       
     Egen transport       
     1 paket        

     Lagom som paket       
     Lätt att bära       
     Enklare att få in i bilen, enklare att hantera pga vikt/format    
     Är lättast        
     Är lättast, kan lägga lilla på säckakärra     
     Vikten är viktigast, ber andra kunder om hjälp. Risk att inte ta  

både 1 och 2. 
 

     Allt bättre än original, men A och C ungefär samma sak.    
     Kortare paketet bra om man är själv!     
     Smidigast        
     Enklast        
     Mindre paket       
     JOKE? Cheapest is most important.      
     Enklast att bära       
     Enklast med ett litet och ett långt.      
     Lättast själv.       
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Appendix 4. Package instruction: Billy bookshelf 80 x 202 
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Appendix 5. Package handling activities 
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Appendix 6. Risk and opportunity analysis 
 
Risk 

       

        Product and packaging 
     

        Highers demands on package tests/product development 
   More packaging material 

     Investment and implementation in packaging lines 
    Complicated to use unitload protection- if uneven unitload 

   More Dimension Weight Package administration in the systems for 
technicians 

    
        
        Sales and customer experience 

    Communication, how do IKEA sell in a new way 
    

Wrong selling 
      Orphant boxes/colour mixing 

     New selling methods for splitted packages 
    Common store communication development 
    Unflexible sales- Adapt the communication for multicolli products in Activity areas 

  
        Logistics 

      Needs new barcode solutions 
     Need of more Dimension Weight Package handling/agreements in systems for supply chain 

  Need of new store planning solutions  
      

Opportunities 
         

           Product and packaging 
        Save half product if handling damages 

       Protect the product, easier handling 
       Lower assembly time- Divide products according to assembly order  

     Right package material quality 
        Happier customers and co-workers 

       Packaging material volume increase, lower the price use the capacity 
     Products for the many people- more customers can handle their product by their own 
     

            
 
Logistics 

         Flexible sales solutions, products can be stored in all levels in self serve rackings. 
    Support mechanical sales – IKEA sales idea 

       Safety for co-workers  
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Ergonomic handling for co-workers 
       

           Sales and customer experience 
       Enhance safety, security and ergonomics at 

IKEA 
         Support mechanical sales – IKEA sales idea 

       Increase sale and transport efficiency- save customers time 
      Save co-workers time- work with sales instead of handling 

     New business opportunities 
        Ex for bookshelves: Shelves and sidepanels sold separately- Individual and new  

expressions for the customers 
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